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Details of Visit:

Author: cloud9escortlover
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 2 Dec 2010 Lunchtime
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07715566544

The Premises:

Fairly easy to find. Park in the supermarket opposite. Intercom entry. Up a flight of stairs. Flat
obviously for working purposes only. Very spartan but fit for task.

The Lady:

Stunning. 21 years old. Great tits. Great figure. Pretty face. Dressed in black. Stockings, heels and
LBD. No undies.

The Story:

Sometimes just being a fit bird is not enough! Read on guys.........

Her pictures give an indication of what a great body she has (no face pics). Was pleasantly
surprised as she has a pretty face.
Paid her and straight to business in the lounge. Nice bbbj. No eye contact. Asked her to take it deep
and she tried. Started using her hand more as time went on. Had to ask her several times to use
her mouth more. Does not receive O. Doesn't really like being touched "down there". Got the feeling
that she was going through the motions. Stripped of and she mounted me for some cowgirl. Nice
tight pussy. Good action on top. Moved on top of her and fucked her miss for a bit but as we were
on the settee couldn't really get my cock all the way up her. Went to the bedroom to get deeper in
that 21 year old pussy. Got on top and pumped away for a bit. Got her legs over my shoulders so I
could get all the way in. She grimaced a bit so I dropped her legs a bit which she smiled about!
Decided to have a breather as the sap was rising and these days I'm only good for one fuck in an
hour! Shes educated and good to chat to. Started again but there wasn't much interaction coming
the other way.
If any of you guys have seen a "Conys Girls" or "Real Punting" vid with a girl called "Lily B" from
Basingstoke you'll know what I mean about lack of interaction!!!! Google it and see what I mean!
Someone once said to me when referring to a particular lacklustre fuck that he'd had that it was like
"shagging a crack in the pavement". Well, thats pretty much how I found myself 30 mins into a 1
hour appointment! (She doesnt do anything less). It was so tame and lame that my cock completely
lost interest - which was a first for me! She seemed to perk up when it became obvious that I'd had
enough! Not to be outdone I tried to get some interest back by asking her to play with herself. She
really wasn't that bothered.
She had a funny habit of trying to hide her pussy from sight even though I'd been sliding in and out
of it for the past 30 mins or so! Even now I can't quite fathom it out! I asked her and she said she
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was embarrassed about her body - which there certainly isn't anything to be embarrassed about!
Just makes me wonder what she didn't want me to see................?
So, in summary, I should have fucked her until I popped and left it at that. It certainly seems to be
her preferred way - fuck until you pop and then job done.
Disappointing but not a total loss.
Of course, she could have just found me repulsive and rather that I didn't fuck her again!
Due to the failed fuck and lack of bollock emptying I decieded to look elsewhere (another report
follows).
So, "yes" recommended as she is fit , pretty and young. But she really is just a pretty fuck. Get on,
get it done and get off. Good for the ego to pop up a 21 year old pussy but don't expect and
interaction or quality shagging. For that you need to look elsewhere and thats why I won't be
returning.
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